

    
      
        

  

      
      
      
      
      
      
      
         
			
         
                 
                        Now You can call Securus Helpline : 85911 85511  for any help related to Securus CCTV.
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                          Radhanpur Netra Safe City Project

        
                   
        

	Introduction


	Radhanpur Netra Safe City Project was sponsored by Radhanpur Nagarpalika and was handed over to the Radhanpur Police. The Project was very challenging Project in terms of Wireless CCTV Surveillance and also the Coverage of Critical Areas within the Old City of Radhanpur.


	 


	Client Requirement & Challenges


	The Police wanted to Cover all critical areas of Entry/Exit within the City and the Sensitive Areas. This Made the Solution cover a Radius of 3 KMs from the Control Room. Police wanted to get crystal clear clarity so that they could also see the number plate of the Vehicles and Identify the Faces of the Culprits in a Situation. Also, Cabling was the most challenging as there was no scope of cabling in the city and Hence, the Entire Project had to be Designed on Wireless Infrastructure. 

	 


	Securus Solution


	A Total of 28 Locations were Identified as per the Guidance of the Police Department and Also, Approximate 60 Cameras were Installed at the Locations. A Control Room was setup in the Premises of the Police Station and 100 Feet Tower was Erected at the Premises. 4 Megapixel IP Cameras were Installed in the Locations and All the Locations were transmitted wirelessly to the Control Room. Entire Wireless Infrastructure was established on 5.1GHz Frequency to ensure Gigabit Wireless Network. After 3 Months of Hardwork, Entire Project was Declared Go Live and handed over to the Local Police Authorities. 

  
                        

                      

                                            
                        
                          Lakshadweep Airport

        
                   
        

	Introduction


	Securus products are high quality and high stability. This was proved when officials at Lakshadweep Airport approved Securus IP Cameras over other Brands. Competition was tough but Securus proved it mettle.


	 


	Client Requirement & Challenges


	Officials wanted that the Securus CCTV cameras should be able to watch the high speed planes that land on the runway. As the speed of the plane while landing can be in excess of 200 km/hr, the ability to watch the movement of the plane becomes very difficult.


	 


	Securus Solution


	This can be captured only by the use of cameras with high shutter speed. Hence, special cameras with variable shutter speed were installed and this solution was provided to the officials. 

  
                        

                      

                                            
                        
                          Mangalore Central Jail

        
                   
        

	Introduction


	Jail is a very unstable Environment. The requirements of a jail are very different from a Normal Shop, Home or Office. There is a high risk of Vandalism in a Jail Environment and there are negative elements involved that do not wish for the camera to function smoothly. Also, it is important for the safety of the inmates and the officers that take care of these inmates that the camera have Audio also so that any altercations that happen can be attended right away and any wrongdoing can be avoided. 


	 


	Client Requirement & Challenges


	The Jail Authorities wanted Audio to clearly hear what dicussions were happening between the inmates. They wanted all the recording in a centralised location away so that the data can be kept safe. Additionally, Wide Angle cameras were required to make sure that maximum area of the premises was covered and least blind spots were left. 


	 


	Securus Solution


	Securus provided IP Cameras with super clarity so that the image captured was of high quality. Also, IP Cameras provided were with built-in Audio to make sure that the Audio Quality was of the Best Compression. Finally, the customer was very satisfied and this installation was also covered in the local newspaper.

  
                        

                      

                                            
                        
                          1800 ATMs across India

        
                   
        

	Introduction


	ATM Security has gained a lot of importance recently. There have been a lot of steps that have been taken to increase the security at the ATM by the Banks. Installing CCTV Cameras is one such step. However, some more VAS needs to be provieded along with simple installation of CCTV Cameras as just installing the Cameras is not enough, Sometimes Realtime Action needs to be taken to avert some situation. 


	 


	Client Requirement & Challenges


	The Banks involved in this particular project were State Bank of India, Indian Overseas Bank, Canara Bank and Karnataka Bank. They wanted some linkage of the CCTV to the Server where snapshots can be captured and upload on realtime basis as soon as any client used the ATM Machine. Also they wanted Power Saving Solutions where-in if 2 or more ACs is installed in the ATM, then the AC will work alrenatively and hence there will not be much load on any one ATM.


	 


	Securus Solution


	In Partnership with a Mumbai based Company, a special Solution was designed for the Banks to meet their special Requirements. Hence, providing a unique solution of Power Saving and CCTV Surveillance with FTP transfer over limited bandwidth. 
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              Securus Disclaimer

                Securus does not support purchases

made through unauthorized Channels.

            

             
              Head Office

              "K.M. House", Opp. Maurya Complex, Near C.U Shah

College, Ahmedabad-14 Tel: 85911 85511
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